
INDUSTRY STUDY

Building a better way for 
awareness marketing in 
healthcare

Without a doubt, the COVID-19 pandemic is a wake-up call for health-
care marketing, driving the need for hospitals and healthcare systems 
to place a high priority on strengthening their digital presence. 

What healthcare providers used to call the “digital front door” is now 
simply the “front door.”

As you tell your story in this changing environment, consider taking a 
closer look at awareness marketing through digital channels. 

At the same time, use this opportunity to weave tighter connections 
between awareness, conversion, and performance – and focus on 
building trust with current and new consumers at every touchpoint in 
the sales cycle.

Here are some guidelines to help you build your new digital strategy 
with an emphasis on awareness marketing.
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Bring a consistent brand story to all your 
marketing channels.

of consumers are more 
likely to buy a product or 
service from a name they 
recognise1

of respondents say 
they're likely to do busi-
ness with brands that 
have a trusted image2

71%

82%

2

One simple rule: It all begins with trust

Make no mistake, trust is the umbrella under which all your marketing 
activities reside.

Today's consumers are bombarded with options. Trust acts as a precur-
sor to brand engagement across all age groups, especially for unfamiliar 
brands. Research indicates that consumers in the healthcare industry 
have a certain trust threshold in order to engage with unfamiliar brands. 

What inspires trust and triggers engagement with a brand?

Consumers in the healthcare provider space tend to place the most trust 
in institutions, such as academic medical centers, medical associations, 
and the U.S. Department of Health, for information about the most effective 
and safe treatment for a certain health condition.

Awareness requires more than just branding

A brand doesn't enter a consumer's consideration set unless it’s made 
an impact and is able to provide them with the information they need or 
consider important at that point in time. 

When it comes to awareness, most hospitals and healthcare systems 
have a good concept of branding in place that is supported by top-down 
executive buy-in. You very likely already have foundational brand elements 
such as a logo, color palette, fonts, and tagline – and that’s a great place to 
start. Further success requires you to use your brand in ongoing awareness 
marketing, and throughout the sales funnel.

Tell a unified story

As you plan your awareness marketing strategies, think of it as the 
optimal time to initiate, refine, or expand the story you want to bring 
to healthcare consumers.

Right now, do you have one version of that story on your website, another 
on social channels, and perhaps another in digital advertising? This scat-
tered approach can deliver disconnected messages to your consumers and 
prospects – and result in a lack of clarity and visibility in your marketplace.

Instead, consider taking an all-in-one approach so that different campaigns 
on multiple channels are talking to one another in a clear, consistent way 
that creates a more cohesive experience and builds a foundation for trust. 

Looking at ad campaigns, websites, social, and reputation management as 
a unified narrative all under one roof delivers better performance as well as 
ready visibility into the health of your investments. Attribution also comes 
easier as you drive consumers to the desired outcome.

 › 78% academic medical centers 

 › 75% medical associations and 
societies 

 › 72% U.S .Department of Health 
and Human Services 

 › 71% personal recommendations 
from friends, colleagues, and 
families 

 › 70% community hospitals3

Consumer trust is high when infor-
mation comes from these sources: 
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Move away from traditional healthcare media choices

Healthcare providers can build awareness with more than what tend to 
be the traditional media choices in the healthcare marketplace, such as 
billboards and television advertising. 

A tendency to lock into the mindset of “TV is where awareness happens” 
and “digital is where conversion happens” is also prevalent in the healthcare 
industry. 

Changing course can be hard but the resulting benefits will be worth it 
as you plan your awareness marketing strategy to include more online 
advertising and relevant social channels.

Tailor your message 

A hospital or healthcare system is not monolithic. Healthcare providers 
have different service lines that offer different levels of care to patients:

 › Urgency of care – The difference between an immediate run to the 
emergency room vs. considering knee replacement surgery at some 
point in the future

 › Referral pattern – Whether referrals for healthcare services are 
consumer-driven vs. physician-driven

 › Level of research required – When research is based on required care 
levels, such as the difference between needing to know which emergen-
cy room is closest to you and what’s the current wait time vs. receiving a 
serious cancer diagnosis and consuming volumes of trusted information 
on facilities, doctors, and treatment options

To drive effective marketing, you need to understand where patients and 
prospects are in this continuum of care. You can then tailor your marketing 
to align with your business goals, whether you need to drive patients to 
different service lines for capacity or revenue reasons. 

This is where a healthcare provider can build on the brand message. 
Say the core message is: “We offer compassionate care.” You can then 
expand on that in tailored awareness campaigns that point to very specific 
services, such as: “Here‘s how we offer compassionate care” for orthope-
dics, OBGYN, cancer treatments, and other specific types of care.

You can also customize your awareness marketing platforms in ways that 
drive softer messaging that’s not necessarily conversion-driven. For exam-
ple, you can support October Breast Awareness Month with social posts 
that compassionately addresses the health issues at hand with subtler 
brand messaging.

Gender makes a difference

Male consumers are more likely to engage with an unfamiliar healthcare 
brand than their female counterparts. Female consumers prioritize building 

Expand your awareness marketing strategy 
to include more digital and social channels.
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trust in a brand before making a purchase more than their male counter-
parts. They are also less likely to engage with unfamiliar brands than male 
consumers. 

Additionally, women are more reluctant than men when it comes to sharing 
personal information for the purpose of email communications, discounts, 
and such. Male consumers are more likely to engage with an unfamiliar 
healthcare brand than their female counterparts.

 › 51% of women ranked healthcare as the top industry (70% put it in the 
first or second spot) based on the importance of developing trust before 
making a purchase as compared to 34% of men 

 › 45% of men are more likely to engage with an unfamiliar healthcare 
brand they hear from for the first time as compared to 34% of women4

Know where consumers go for valued information

In general, consumers tend not to rely on direct brand channels as the 
source for learning about new brands. These channels include in-store, 
corporate websites and apps, online ads, and social media. Instead, they 
tend to rely on word of mouth, aggregator websites, and online reviews 
and recommendations to learn about new brands. 

Consumers' information on healthcare brands is frequently crowdsourced 
from online information from review sites and service comparison sites. 
Brands' existing consumers, along with their brand experiences and willing-
ness to recommend, are powerful in attracting new leads.

Consumers also say that price and functional features are the top two piec-
es of information that would cause them to engage with a digital ad from 
a familiar brand. They also prioritize reviews and recommendations, but do 
not want to see paid endorsements from celebrities.

Where to run ads for awareness 

As you begin to work with digital tools to close the gap between awareness 
and performance marketing in healthcare, you can use these tools the way 
other industries do: to understand cost per lead and to generate greater ROI 
and revenue. Here are some recommendations to get you started: 

 › Google Display Network – The Google Display Network is a good place 
to start any digital advertising campaign. It can help you reach people 
with targeted display ads while they're browsing their favorite websites, 
showing a friend a YouTube video, checking their Gmail account, or using 
mobile devices and apps. 

 › YouTube Ads – With YouTube Ads, you can reach potential customers 
and have them take action when they watch or search for videos on 
YouTube. You only pay when they show interest.

Top 3 channels for learning about 
healthcare providers:

Consumer preferences for digital 
ad content:

word of mouth, including 
recommendations from 
friends, colleagues, and 
families

prefer pricing 
information

online reviews and 
comments from other 
consumers or people

prefer information on 
functional feature

online information from 
expert review sites and 
service comparison sites5 

prefer reviews and 
recommendations6

59%

62.5%

47%

50%

44%

49%

https://ads.google.com/home/campaigns/display-ads/?subid=us-en-ha-awa-bk-c-td0!o3~CjwKCAiAtK79BRAIEiwA4OskBgPfTGOc6-dIt4dyCgvv8h9kqdOLJ1qWWdbGACJ4YrVeRpOq-FGIaRoC9LYQAvD_BwE~101935966077~kwd-21631730458~10195099664~474213361331&gclid=CjwKCAiAtK79BRAIEiwA4OskBgPfTGOc6-dIt4dyCgvv8h9kqdOLJ1qWWdbGACJ4YrVeRpOq-FGIaRoC9LYQAvD_BwE
https://www.youtube.com/ads/?subid=us-en-ha-yt-bk-c-plt!o3~CjwKCAiAkan9BRAqEiwAP9X6Ud9fulu-UXuSjfp-Kc-yKZEwN_Gq5UXvGsTWh6hm774SchF7P7X0pBoCRA0QAvD_BwE~%7Badgroup%7D~kwd-298101418989~1695551494~377909110974&gclid=CjwKCAiAkan9BRAqEiwAP9X6Ud9fulu-UXuSjfp-Kc-yKZEwN_Gq5UXvGsTWh6hm774SchF7P7X0pBoCRA0QAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
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How to get going with effective awareness marketing

These questions can guide you as you begin to build an awareness 
marketing strategy:

 › What is the message you want to convey to healthcare consumers?

 › On which channels do you want to run your awareness campaigns?

 › And most importantly, what sets you apart from the competition? 
What is your value proposition? What makes you different and better? 

Scorpion can help you answer these questions and develop your strategy, 
as you create a unique story that builds on your healthcare brand and fosters 
trust with consumers.
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Scorpion

Scorpion helps hospitals and healthcare systems attract and engage with 
more patients in their communities. Our growth platform includes website 
design, reputation management, SEO, local listings management, digital 
advertising, social media, and more. Working with Scorpion, hospitals get 
increased efficiency, clarity, and transparency, making it easier for them to 
ensure they’re on the right path to achieving their goals.

https://www.scorpion.co/

